Are you #REDI?
Apply now for this unique PhD program
What is #REDI?

RMIT European Doctoral Innovators (REDI) is a unique PhD training program co-funded by the European Union set to prepare the leaders of tomorrow. REDI offers excellent conditions:

- Top-class international research across 12 countries
- Dual doctorates
- Industry-supported positions
- Excellent salaries
- A residential year in Melbourne, Australia
- Annual workshop weeks in Barcelona, Spain
- Transversal skills training
- Networking with 60+ supporting partners

Linking disciplines across the globe

Visit our website and apply now!

Calls will open from 1 March to 30 April

You can now become one of the 40+ REDI researchers and be part of this multidisciplinary community!

@REDIprogram  www.rediprogram.com
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